CORPORATE SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Helping to enrich lives and strengthen the community and environment through philosophy.

RAINMAKER
- Radio/media recognition
- Sponsorship recognition at fundraisers
- Community event recognition throughout the year
- Recognition on our philosophy in the community pages
- Social media recognition throughout the year
- Recognition on our corporate sponsorship page

$2,500

HARVESTER
- Sponsorship recognition at fundraisers
- Community event recognition throughout the year
- Recognition on our philosophy in the community pages
- Social media recognition throughout the year
- Recognition on our corporate sponsorship page

$1,750

CULTIVATOR
- Community event recognition throughout the year
- Recognition on our philosophy in the community pages
- Social media recognition throughout the year
- Recognition on our corporate sponsorship page

$1,250

GARDENER
- Recognition on our philosophy in the community pages
- Social media recognition throughout the year
- Recognition on our corporate sponsorship page

$750

OPTION: If you have a special interest in supporting our student, youth, and community scholars programs, we can earmark your sponsorship dollars for those activities specifically.

STRUCTURE: Your corporate sponsorship can be configured in one or more payments throughout the year according to your fiscal needs.